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An early theorem of Kronecker allows us to construct the complete 
factorization of a given polynomial over the field of rational numbers (cf. 
[ 10, Sect. 231). K ronecker himself was, of course, much concerned with 
constructive methods and over the years constructions in mathematics have 
interested a few other authors (including, e.g., van der Waerden, Hermann). 
Recently there has been a renewed interest in the subject. In 1974 A. 
Seidenberg published a long paper on Constructions in Algebra in which he 
showed how to construct a primary decomposition and how to find the 
associated prime ideals of a given ideal in a polynomial ring over K, where 
K is a field satisfying conditions (F) and (P) (cf. [7]). In particular, the 
construction given applies to ideals in P[x,,...,x~], where P is a prime field. 
In a second paper in 1978 Seidenberg solves the same problem for ideals in 
polynomial rings over the (rational) integers (cf. [8]). In Theorems l-3 of 
this paper he disposes rather easily of the case where the given ideal is such 
that none of its associated primes contains an integer #O-using, however, 
the result of his previous paper for the field Q. In this paper we extend the 
techniques used by Seidenberg in these theorems. 
We work with ideals in a polynomial ring D[x, ,.*.,x,1, where D is a 
factorially closed domain (cf. Section 1, Definition E). The first step in 
Seidenberg’s proof of Theorem 3 is to determine for the given ideal A all 
rational primes p such that [A : p] > A-and this is done in his Theorem 1. 
Our proof goes by induction on n, the number of indeterminates, and at each 
stage we want to be able to apply a generalization of Seidenberg’s 
Theorem 1. This is made possible by Theorem 2.2 which provides the crucial 
step needed. Once this has been established the proof is straightforward; 
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however, there are a large number of technical details to take care of so that 
the complete proof is much longer and more complicated than Seidenberg’s 
proof of Theorem 3. 
As remarked above, we prove the decomposition theorem for ideals in a 
polynomial ring over a factorially closed domain. To do this we do not need 
to use the results of Seidenberg’s Transaction paper. However, to show that 
Z is indeed factorially closed we do need the result that polynomials over an 
extension field F of a prime field P, where F = P(tl ,..., tk) (ti+, either 
algebraic or transcendental over P(t, ,..., ti)), can be factored completely; and 
this result is proved in Seidenberg’s Transaction paper. Furthermore, our 
proof makes transparent why such a factorization is needed. We remark in 
conclusion that a paper of Berlekamp ([3]) gives an elegant method for 
factoring polynomials over a finite field, and that an interesting new paper of 
Mines and Richman ([4]) gives a method for converting any procedure that 
finds roots into one which finds arbitrary factors (this incidentally gives a 
new proof of the theorem of Kronecker mentioned above). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
We start with some definitions. Throughout we will assume that all 
domains and fields are explicitly given, i.e., that one can carry out the 
operations in the given domain or field. 
DEFINITIONS. (A) The domain D is an algorithmic principal ideal 
domain (P.I.D.) if D is a P.I.D. and if given a, b in D, there is an algorithm 
for expressing their g.c.d. d as a linear combination of a and b. 
(B) D is an algorithmic unique factorization domain (U.F.D.) if D is 
a U.F.D. and if there is an algorithm for expressing each non-unit (~0) of D 
as a product of primes. 
(C) The field K is factorial if K[x] is an algorithmic U.F.D. 
(D) The field K is factorial/y closed if K and every extension field L = 
W , ,..., tr) is factorial. 
(E) The domain D is factoriully closed if D is both an algorithmic 
P.I.D. and an algorithmic U.F.D. and if, in addition, 
(i) The quotient field K of D is factorially closed, and 
(ii) for any prime d of D, the field D/(d) is factorially closed. 
Remarks. (1) If K is a field, then K[x] is an algorithm P.I.D. (recall 
that we are assuming that our fields are explicitly given). However, K[x] 
need not be an algorithmic -U.F.D. (for an example of this see [4, 
Example 4.3]), i.e., K need not be factorial. 
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(2) The field K is factorially closed if, and only if, K[x] is a 
factorially closed domain. 
THEOREM (Kronecker-Seidenberg). (I) If K is a prime j?eld, K is 
factorially closed. 
(II) The integers Z are factorially closed. 
For the proof see [7, pp. 290-2941. Specifically it is proved there that if K 
is factorial (Seidenberg’s condition (F)) and if K satisfies condition (P) 
(defined in 16, p. 12]), then K is factorially closed. In particular, a prime 
field satisfies (F) and (P) and this implies the result stated in the theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We summarize the results from [2] which we need. We note first that in 
[2] (and also in Seidenberg’s theorem 1 of [8]), the base ring is assumed to 
be Z. However, it is easy to see that the results of 121 hold for any 
algorithmic P.I.D. since in such a domain D a matrix can be put into upper 
triangular form by use of elementary row operations. 
Let D be an algorithmic P.I.D. We order the manic monomials of 
D lx, ,..., xn] lexicographically, i.e., we have xi,1 . . e x> < X’,I . . e X$ $ for some 
k, i, = j, (,u < k) and i, < j,. Then if 0 # F E D[x, ,..., x,,] we can write F = 
CL:, k,m,, where m, < m, < ... < m, are manic monomials, k, E D and 
k, # 0; k, will be called the leading coefficient of F. 
If F , ,..., F, are non-zero elements of D[x, ,..., xn], 31 manic monomials 
m,<m,< .s.<m, such that Fi=C:-,kium,, (l<i<r) and for eachp 
(1 <p < t) there is an i with ki, f 0. (ki,) is called the matrix of coefficients 
of F, ,..., F,. 
Let J be an ideal of D[x, ,..., x, ] with a given set of generators. In [ 21 it is 
shown that there is an algorithm for determining the canonical basis 
B , ,..., B, for J and this basis satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) The matrix of coefficients of B, ,..., B, is upper triangular. Let the 
leading coefficient of B, be ci. 
(b) If FE J, then F is contained in a finitely generated D-submodule 
A of J which satisfies 
(i) A has a basis F,,..., F, whose matrix of coefficients is upper 
triangular and 
(ii) if kj is the leading coefficient of Fi (1 < j < r), k,j is equal to 
some ci (1 <i,<m). 
We state without proof the following easily established: 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a U.F.D. and let A be a D-submodule of 
Dlx, ,..., x,] with basis F, ,..., F,, whose matrix of coeflcients is upper 
triangular. Then if Fi has leading coefficient ki and if d is a prime of D 
which does not divide any of the ki (1 < i < r), dG E A 3 G E A. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let D be a P.I.D. Let J be an ideal of D[x ,,..., x,] 
and suppose d is a prime of D with [J: d] > J. Then d divides some ci 
(1 < i < m), where the ci are defined in (a) above. 
Proof Suppose GE [J:d], where d is a prime of D and dljc, 
(1 < i < m). Then dG = FE J, and if A is the D-submodule defined in (b), 
dGEA.Sinced~ci(1~i~m),d~kj(1~j~r)andsobyLemma2.1,GE 
A cJ. 
Using this proposition we should like to get an algorithm which allows us 
to determine all primes d of D with [J:d] > J for an ideal J of D]x, ,..., x,] 
with a given set of generators. Note that if D is an algorithmic P.I.D., by [2] 
we can determine algorithmically a basis for J satisfying (a&and hence we 
can determine the ci (1 < i < m). If D is also an algorithmic U.F.D., we can 
determine all prime factors d of ci. Thus we can find all primes d which are 
possible solutions of [J:d] > J. It remains to test which of these actually 
satisfy [J:d] > J and this we can do using the results of Richman or 
Seidenberg (cf. [5] or 191) which we state in 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let D be an algorithm P.I.D. and J an ideal of R = 
D[x, ,..., x,,] with a given set of generators. Then for FE R there is an 
algorithm for determining a set of generators for ]J:F]; and we can 
determine algorithmically whether [J : F] = J. 
To summarize: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D be both an algorithmic P.I.D. and an algorithmic 
U.F.D. Then tfJ is an ideal of D[x ,,..., x,] with a given set of generators, we 
can determine all primes d of D with [J:d] > J. There are only a j%ite 
number of these, and they are all divisors of the ci defined in (b). 
In the remainder of this paragraph by a ring we shall always mean a 
commutative ring with identity. 
%.\ 
LEMMA 2.2. Let J be an ideal of the ring R, u an element of R with 
u” E J, and let 
Ji = [J:u’] + (u) (O<i<n- 1). (1) 
Zf v is an element ofR with [Ji:v]=Ji (O<i<n- l), then [J:u] =J. 
Proof: We use induction on n. If n=l, J,=[J:u’]+(u)=J+(u)=J 
so that [J,:v] =J* [J:v] =J. 
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Now assume the result is correct for k = n - 1, and that [Ji :v ] = Ji 
(O<i<n-1) 
WE [J:v]~[J,:v]=J,=J+(u)~w=j+tu with jEJ, tER 
so that vw=vj+utuEJ; hence vtuEJor tE [J:uo]= [J:u]:u. 
Let A = [J:u]. Then u”-’ EA andifforO<k<n-2,A,=[A:Uk]+(U), 
A,= [J:u]:u~+(u)= [J:ukt’] +(u)=Jk+,. Therefore, [A,:u] =A, (O< 
j < n - 2) so that by the induction hypothesis, [A : v] = A. 
Thus t E A = [J:u] +tuEJ*wEJ, and we have shown that [J:u]=J. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an ideal of the ring R and u L ,..., uk elements in 
the radical ofA. Then we can determine a finite set C of ideals of R 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) A <A’, VA’ E Z. 
(ii) uiEA’, (l<i<k) VA’EZ. (2) 
(iii) If v is an element of R with [A’ :v] =A’ VA’ E Z, then 
[A:v] =A. 
ProoJ We use induction on k. 
If k = 1, let J = A, u = u1 and let C consist of the ideals Ji defined in the 
lemma. So assume the proposition is true for k - 1. Then we can determine a 
finite set r of ideals with 
(i) A <K, VK E r. 
(ii) uiEK (1 <i<k- l), VKEr. (3) 
(iii) If [K:v]=K, VKEr, [A:u]=A. 
Let K E r. Note that uk E Rad(A) < Rad(K) and hence, by the lemma, we 
can find a finite set d(K) of ideals with 
(i) K < K’, VK’ Ed(K). 
(ii) uk E K’, VK’ E d(K). (4) 
(iii) If [K’:v] = K’, VK’ Ed(K), [K:v] = K. 
Let 
Z=(K’aR)K’Ed(K)forsomeKET}= U d(K). 
KG1 
Since r is finite and d(K) is finite for all K E r, Z is a finite set of ideals. 
We verify that it satisfies (2). 
(i) A <K, VK E I’ by (3)(i), and for K E r, K < K’, VK’ Ed(K) by 
(4)(i). Hence A ,< A’, VA’ E C. 
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(ii> BY (3), u,,..., uk-, EK, VKEr, and by (4) for KET, K<K’ 
and uk E K’, VK’ Ed(K). It follows that U, ,..., uk E A’, VA’ E C. 
(iii) Suppose [A’ : v] = A’, VA’EX. Then if KET, [K’:vj=K’, 
VK’ Ed(K) and hence [K:v] = K by (4). Thus [K:v] = K, VK E r so that 
by (3), [A:v] =A. 
The following is well-known (cf., e.g., [S, p. 686, line 71): 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a ring, J an ideal of R and v an element with 
[J:v’l = [J:v’+’ 1. Then J= IJ+ (u)‘] n [J:v’]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let D be an algorithmic P.I.D. and J an ideal of R = 
D(x, ,..., x,] with a given set of generators. Then we can determine an integer 
I such that 
J= [J+ (F’)] n [J:P’I. (5) 
Proof. Clearly, J< [J:F] < [J:F’] < 1.. < [J:F”] < ... is an ascending 
chain of ideals. By Proposition 2.2, we can determine an integer 1 such that 
[J:F’] = [J:F’+‘] so that by Lemma 2.3, (5) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let J be an ideal in the Noetherian ring R. Let v E R 
and A = Q + (v), where Q < Rad(J), the radical of J. Then IJ:A ] = J $ and 
only ifi [J:v] = J. 
ProoJ Clearly [J:v] = J implies [J:A] = J, so assume [J:A] = J. Since 
R is Noetherian, there is an integer 1 with [J: v’] = [J: VI+ ‘1 and hence by 
Lemma 2.3, J = [J + (v’)] n [J: v’]. Also A < Rad(J + (v’)) * 3m E N with 
Am <J + (u’). So we have: 
J= [J:A”] = [J+ (v’):A”]n [[J:v’]:A~] 
= [J:Am] :v’ 
= [J:u’], 
and this implies [J:v] = J. 
COROLLARY. Let J be an ideal in the Noetherian ring R. Let v, and v2 be 
elements of R with v, - vz in Rad(J). Then [J:v,] > J if, and only if, 
[J::u,] > J. 
Proof: Since A = Rad(J) + (v,) = Rad(J) + (Us), [J:v,] > Jz [J:A] > 
J= [J:v,] > J. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let C = D(x, ,..., xk j, where D is an algorithmic P.I.D. 
Let B be an ideal of C[ y, ,..., y,] with a given set of generators. Assume that 
(i) P = Rad(B) n C is a prime ideal of C, 
(ii) [B:s] = B, V’s E S = C\P, 
(iii) S-‘P is generated by u, ,..., uk, 
(iv) L = S - ‘C/S - ‘P is an explicitly given factorial field. 
Then we can determine all T in C[ y,] such that 
(*) T is prime, mod S-‘P (or in L[ y,]) 
and 
(**) [S-‘B:T] > S-‘B. 
and there are only a Jinite number of incongruent Ts of this kind. 
Proof. Assume first that A = S-‘B contains S-‘P, 
the ideal of S-‘C[ y,,..., y,] generated by S-‘P. Then 
and let (S-‘P)* be 
A = (s-fp)* a S-qY,,..., Yml (S-‘P)” 
‘v s-‘C 
l 1 
S-Lp lY,~-~ Y,l 
= (LlY,l)lY,V..~ Y,l* 
Since, by assumption, L is an explicitly given factorial field, L[ y,] satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Hence we can determine all T in C[ y1 1 which 
are prime, mod S-‘P and which satisfy (A: T] > 2 (and there are only a 
finite number of incongruent T’s of this kind). It is easy to see that we have 
found the 7”s in C[ y,] which are prime in L[ y,] and for which [B : T] > B. 
Turning to the general case we apply Theorem 2.2 to A = S-‘B with R = 
s-‘Cl y, )...) y,.] and deduce that we can find a finite set C of ideals of R 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) of that theorem. By the result of the last 
paragraph, for each A’ in Z we can determine the Tin C[ y, 1 such that T is 
prime in L[ y,] and [A’ : T] > A’. Using Proposition 2.2, we can determine 
all T in C[ y,] satisfying (*) and (**). Note that if T, E T, (mod F’P), 
(A : T, 1 > A z [A : T,] > A by Proposition 2.4. 
3. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
Let D be a factorially closed domain and (( l)#y an ideal of D[x, ,..., x, 1 
with a given set of generators. Then there is an algorithm for determining a 
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normal decomposition 
J=J, n ... n.r,, (6) 
where Ji is primary with radical Pi (1 < i < m), i.e., there is an algorithm for 
finding generators for Ji and for Pi (1 < i < m). 
ProoJ We will prove by induction the statement F(r): There is an 
algorithm for determining a decomposition 
J=A, n . . . nA,,,,, (7) 
where for 1 < i < s(r) 
(i) Pi = Rad(Ai) n D[x, ,..., x,] is a prime ideal of D[x, ,..., x,] whose 
generators we can find algorithmically. 
(ii) Pi#Pj for i#j. 
(iii) If Sj = D[x, ,..., X,]\Pi, [Ai:si] =Ai, vs, E si. 
(iv) The field S; ‘D [x, ,..., x,]/Si ‘Pi is an algorithmically determined 
factorially closed field. (If r = 0, we use the convention that D = 
D[x, ,..., x,.1.) 
Clearly if we can establish F(n) we will have proved the theorem. On the 
other hand, F(0) is essentially Theorem 2 of [ 8, p. 6861 with Z replaced 
by D. 
We will establish that F(0) holds and that for 1 <r < n, F(r) holds if 
F(r - 1) holds. (The proof of F(0) is essentially that of Seidenberg.) 
If r = 0, Theorem 2.1 allows us to find all T in D such that (*), T is prime 
in D, and (**)0 [J:T] >J. 
If r > 0, let C = D[x, ,..., x,- , ] (for r = 1, C = 0); then it is clear that we 
can assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5 hold for the ideal B = J 
and hence by that proposition, we can determine all T in D[x, ,..., xv] such 
that (*) T is prime in L[x,] and (**) [S-‘J:T] > S-‘J. 
We consider separately two cases. 
Case 1. [S’J: T] = S’J, VTE D[x, ,..., x,.] such that T satisfies (*). 
(For r = 0 [J: T] = J, VT E D such that T satisfies (*),,). 
Case 2. There exist T E D[x, ,..., x,.] such that (*) and (* *) hold. (For 
r = 0, there exist T E D such that (*), and (**)0 hold.) 
We start by considering Case 1. We let J,, =.I and establish the following: 
(a) Rad(J,,) n D[x, ,..., x,] = P* = PD[x ,,..., xr]. 
(b) For s* E S* = D[x ,,..., xr]\P*, [J,:s*] =.I,. 
(c) S” -lD[x, ,..., x,]/S* - ‘P* N L(x,) and hence is factorially closed. 
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If r = 0, we have instead: 
(a,) Rad(J,) n D = P* = (0). 
(b,) For s* ES* = D\(O}, (J,:s*J =J,. 
(c,) S*-‘D-the quotient field of D-is factorially closed. 
Clearly P* < Rad(J) n D[x, ,..., xr] and if (b) holds, we have equality. 
Suppose F is an element of Sp’D[x,,..., xr] of degree 21 inx,. Letting F = 
Tl ... T, (mod(S’P)*), where (S-‘P)* = (S-‘P) Sp’D[x,,..., x,], and 
where each Ti (1 < i < 1) is prime, mod(S ‘P)“, we have [S ‘J, :F] = 
IS-‘J,:T, ... T,] = S-‘J,. Hence if FE S-‘D[x, ,..., x,l\(Sp’P)*, 
IS-‘J,:F] = s-‘J,. 
Now let s*ES* and let uE [J,:s*] so that uE [S-‘J,:s*]n 
Dlx, ,..., xn]. If s* E (S-‘P)*, 3s ES with ss* E P*; but ScS* so that 
ss* E P* n S* = 0, an impossibility. Hence s* E D[x, ,..., x,]\(S’P)* and 
[S-‘J,,:s*] = Sp’Jo. Thus u is an element of S-‘J,f’D[x ,,..., xm] = J,,, 
since [J, : s] = J,, Vs E S. Therefore, (a) and (b) hold. 
To see that (c) holds imbed D[x ,,,.., x,.] into R = (S’Dlx, ,..., x,- ,])[xr] 
and use the natural mapping of S-‘D[x’,...,x~- ,] to L to map R into L[x,]. 
This furnishes us with a mapping from D[x,,..., x,.] to L(x,) such that the 
image of S* is invertible. From this we deduce that there is an epimorphism 
from S [ *-‘D x , ,..., xr] to L(x,.) with kernel S*-‘P* so that (c) holds. 
If r = 0, (a,,) and (b,) are proved in a similar manner and (c,‘) holds by 
the hypothesis that D is factorially closed. 
We now turn to Case 2; we use induction on m, where m is the number of 
(incongruent) Ti in D[x, ,..., xr] satisfying (*) and (**), to show that we can 
determine a decomposition 
J=J,nJ,n.~. nJ,, (8) 
where (a) Jo = (1) or J, satisfies (a), (b) and (c) and where for 1 < i < m, 
(p) Pi = Rad(J,) n D [x, ,..., xI] is a prime ideal of D[x, ,..., x,.], Pi r? 
D[x, ,...> x,-I ] = P and S;‘Pi is generated by S-‘P and Ti, where Si = 
D[x, 3***> X,]\Pi. 
(y) [Ji:si] = Ji, Vs, E Si. 
(6) Generators for Pi can be determined (algorithmically). 
(E) The field S; ‘D IX’ ,..., x,//S; ‘Pi N L [x,]/(Ti), a simple algebraic 
extension of L (and so factorially closed). 
For r = 0, m is the number of Ti satisfying (*)0 and (**)0 and we 
determine a decomposition (8) such that (a,) Jo = (1) or J,, satisfies (a,,), (b,) 
and (co), and for 1 < i < m: 
(p,) Pi = Rad(Ji) n D is the prime ideal of D generated by Ti. 
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(yo) For si E Si = D\Pi, [Ji:si] =Ji. 
(so) The field S,:‘D/S;‘P, N D/Pi N D/(Ti) is factorially closed. 
We give the proof for r > 0. For r = 0 the proof is similar and will be 
omitted; we remark only that (E,,) holds since D is factorially closed. (cf. 
Section 1, Definition E(ii)). 
Assume m > 0 and that if [S-‘J:T] > S’J holds for fewer than m T’s 
(satisfying (*) and (* *)), we can determine a decomposition of J of the type 
described. Let T, ,..., T,,, be all the incongruent elements of D[x, ,..., x,] such 
that for 1 < i < m, Ti is prime in L [x,] and [S’J: Ti] > S ‘J. Then we can 
find an integer 1 with [S-‘J:TL] = [SplJ:T:‘] and by Lemma 2.3, J= 
JnA, where j= [J:Ti] and A =J+ (T,)‘. 
If R is incongruent to Ti (1 < i < m) and is prime in L[x,], [j:R ] = 
[J:R]:T;= [J:Tf,] =j and also [J: T,] =J. Thus by the induction 
hypothesis on m, 
j=J,nJ,n... nJ,-,, (9) 
where J,, = (1) or J, satisfies (a), (b) and (c), and if m > 1, for 1 < i < m - 1, 
Ji satisfies (B), (y), (6) and (E). 
We show that 
S-‘P=Rad(S-‘A)nS-‘Djx ,,..., x,-,1. (10) 
We note that J,#(l), since J:T,,,>J*J#j. Hence (l)#Rad(S’A)n 
S-‘D[x ,,..., x,-,1 > S-‘P, a maximal ideal of S-‘D[x, ,..., x,- ,I; this shows 
that (10) holds. Using (10) we get 
so that 
P = Rad(J) n D[x, ,..., x,- 1] 
< Rad(A) n D[x, ,..., x,- ,] 
=S-‘PnD[x, ,..., x,_l]=P, 
P = Rad(A) n D Ix, ,..., x,-, I. (11) 
Applying the induction assumption F(r - 1) to the ideal A, we can write 
A=B,n... nB,, (14 
where for 1 < i < t, 
Ki = Rad(B,) n D[x, ,..., x,-,1 (13) 
is a prime ideal of D[x, ,...,x r-,], KiZKj (i# j, l<i, j<t) and 
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(Bi:ui] =Bi, Vu,E Ui=D[x,,...,x,-‘]\Ki. From (ll), (12) and (13) we 
have 
P=K,n... nK,, (14) 
and this implies that P is equal to some K,-say K,. (cf., e.g., [ 1, 
Proposition 1.1 l(ii)]). Let J, = B, ; we have: 
(i) P = Rad(J,) n D[x, ,..., x,+ ‘1. 
(ii) /J,:sl=J,,VsES=D[x, ,..., xrp,]\P. 
(iii) P<Ki(2,<i<t)sothatKinS#0. 
(15) 
Hence 
S-‘A = S-‘J m and S-‘J,nD[x’,...,x,] =J,. (16) 
Since for sES, [j:s]= [J:s]:Tk= [J:Tk]=j, 
J=S-‘JnD~x’,...,x,~=S-‘.fnS-‘AnD[x’,...,x,]=~nJ,. (17) 
It remains to show that J, satisfies (P)-(E) (with i = m). 
Let Q be the ideal of S-‘D[x,,...,x~] generated by S-‘P and T,,,. Then Q 
is a maximal ideal of Sp’D[x,,...,xr] and hence Q = Rad(S’J,,,)n 
S-‘D[x, ,a.., xr]. Hence P, = Qn D(x’,..., xrj < Rad(J,,,) n D[x, ,..., x,]. 
Now suppose u E D[x, ,..., x,]\Pm; u & Q and Q maximal in 
S-‘D[x’,..., xr] implies D[x, ,..., x,.] is generated by Q and U. Hence by 
Proposition 2.4, [S-‘J,,,:u] =S-‘J,. Thus ifwE [J,:u], WE [S-‘J,:u]A 
D[x, ,..., xn] = S-‘J,n D[x , ,...3 x,,] = J, (since [J, : s] = J,, Vs E S). Thus 
we have established: 
P, = Rad(J,) n D[x, ,..., xr] (18) 
[J,:u] = J,, Vu E S, = D[x, ,..., xr]\P,. (19) 
We notice next that P, C-I D[x’ ,..., x,- , ] = Rad(J,) n D /xl ,..., x,_ ,I = P 
so that ScS,. Also S-‘P, = Rad(S-‘J,) n S-‘D[x, ,..., xI] = Q. From 
these facts it follows that S,‘P, is generated by S-‘P and T,,, (in 
S,‘D[x, ,..., x,]). Thus for i = m, (p) and (y) hold. 
Now S-‘D[x,,..., x,1/S-‘P, = S-‘D[x’,..., x,]/Q = L[x,]/(T,) = E, 
since Q is generated by S-‘P and T, and S-‘D Ix,,...,x~~‘~/S-‘P~L. 
Thus there is a homomorphism o from D[x’,..., xr] into E and Im(a) 
generates E (as a field). Furthermore, if u E S,, a(u) # 0 so that a(u) is 
invertible. Thus there is a homomorphism q from S;‘D[x,,..., xr] to E and 
q(S; ‘P,) = 0. We conclude that S;‘D[x, ,..., x,]/S;‘P, 2: E. 
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Finally we verify that a set of generators for P, can be constructed. Let B 
be the ideal in D[x, ,..., xI] generated by P and T,,,. Then B < P, so that P < 
BnD[x ,,..., xIpl]<P,nD[x ,,..., x,-,]=Pand hence 
BnD[x ,,..., XI-,]=P. (20) 
Applying the induction assumption F(r - 1) to B we deduce from (20) (in 
the same way that we deduced (15)(ii) and (16) from (12)) that we can 
find an ideal C of D[x,,..., x,] with S-‘C=S.‘B and with [C:s] = C, 
Vs E S. We have C = S-‘C n D[x, ,..., xI] = S-‘B n D[x ,,..., xr] = Q n 
D[x ,,..., xrj = P,. Thus P, = C, an ideal whose generators can be deter- 
mined. 
We summarize our results. For r = 0, we have a decomposition (8) of J 
such that (a,), (/IO), (yO) and (so) hold. This clearly implies the validity of 
F(O). On the other hand, if Y > 0 and F(r - 1) holds, then J = 
4 n - nAscr-lj, where for 1 ,< i < s(r - l), conditions (it(iv) (of the 
statement F(r - 1)) are satisfied. Then each A i (1 ,< i < s(r - 1)) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Proposition 2.5 (with C= D[x,,..., x,+,1) and hence we get a 
decomposition of each Ai satisfying conditions (CL)-(E); this implies that F(r) 
holds. Thus F(n) holds and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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